
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             2017 First Quarter 

          Value Contrarian Equity Fund 

 

Dear Partners, 
 

 

When I ask what Trump has delivered to the WWC (White 

Working Class) since his election …(Author Joan C. Williams 

– White Working Class: Overcoming Class Cluelessness In 

America) cuts me off: “Dignity! He delivered the biggest FU 

to my crowd (the elites) that they have seen in decades.” 

…Williams sees very little “buyer’s remorse among Trumps 

voters”. 

 

Unlike Clinton, Trump ticked most WWC boxes. According 

to Williams, “The white working class resents professionals 

but admires the rich… The (WWC) fantasy is to become an 

order- giver rather than an order-taker. Trump is an order-

giver. That’s the brilliance of “You’re fired!” 

(According to Williams) Trump is basically a boy from 

Queens who has been belittled by New York elites his entire 

life. I think that’s why he is so good at this. Trump really, 

really hates the cultural elites.  

…Trump has some WWC tastes, but with more money. He 

made himself into the class’s defacto spokesman. 

 

 

Simon Kuper 

Financial Times London May  

May/2016 
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First Quarter Performance 

Your Fund ended the first quantum with a net asset value of $3,649.06 per unit, an increase 

of $55.62 from the December 31, 2016 net asset value of $3,593.44 (after distributions). 

 With oil, commodity, bank, and telecom stocks stalled, it’s no wonder the Canadian 

market is barely registering positive returns this year. 

 

Conversely, the S&P 500 continues to record new highs on a monthly basis. Don’t be 

deceived by this “two-tiered” U.S. market. This is a situation whereby a few (15) big cap 

tech stocks in the broad index drag the entire 500 stocks to new highs. A healthier stock 

market results when “market breadth” is more widespread than a mere 15 names. 

 

According to Bespoke Investment Group, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon accounted for 4.6 

of the 7.89 percentage-point gain this year in the S&P 500. S&P 500 expert, Howard 

Silverblatt, calculated the top 15 S&P 500 stocks generated half of the big-cap benchmark’s 

year-to-date increase. 

 

Myths About the Value Contrarian Equity Fund 

 
#1 Myth: We are A Hedge Fund 

It’s time to dispel some of the myths and half-truths regarding the Value Contrarian 

Equity Fund and its “risk” profile.   

In reality, the V/C Fund is not a Hedge Fund. The Funds core investment restrictions 

and risk profile is that of a long only, “vanilla” equity Fund. 

We have produced positive returns in 24/27 years, without all the risky/exotic bells & 

whistles of a typical Hedge Fund. 

 

Our name, “Value Contrarian”, implies a very straight forward investment strategy. In 

general, we seek out-of-favour, quality companies purchased below their intrinsic value. 

No complicated strategies here. 

 

The V/C Fund may “look” like a Hedge Fund, due to the simple fact that our legal 

structure (Mutual Fund Trust) requires the Fund only be sold to “Accredited Investors”, 

while share purchases – redemptions & Fund valuations, are not made daily, 

 
** An Accredited Investor is an individual with either a minimum of one million dollars in liquid financial assets 

or $200,000 dollars of annual income for two consecutive years.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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but once monthly. These are attributes which have nothing to do with an increased 

investment risk profile. 

  

 

Key Characteristics of Hedge Fund’s 

 
1) Investment in Hedge Funds are illiquid as they often require investors to keep their 

money in a Fund for usually at least one year, a time known as the lock-up period. 

  

- The Value Contrarian Equity Fund has no annual lock-up period.  

 

 

2) Legally, Hedge Funds are most often set up as a private investment Limited 

Partnerships that are open to a limited number of investors and require a large initial 

minimum investment of $1 million or more. 

 

- The Value Contrarian Equity Fund is a Mutual Fund Trust not a limited 

partnership. The manager can only accept investments from accredited 

(qualified) investors. One does not need $1 million dollars to invest in our 

Fund. 

 

 

3) Fee Structure: Hedge Funds usually charge both an expense ratio and a performance 

fee. This annual fee structure is known as “two and twenty” – a 2% asset management 

fee combined with a 20% performance fee. 

 

- The Value Contrarian Equity Fund is only permitted to charge a 2% 

management fee and no performance fee. Performance fees are the norm in 

the Hedge Fund industry.  

 

 

4) Hedge Funds are often aggressively managed. Thus, their investment bylaws permit 

shorting, the use of derivatives, leverage, and other more exotic investment strategies.  

 

- The Value Contrarian Equity Fund has clear investment restrictions and is not 

permitted to engage in short selling. Furthermore, the fund manager is not 

licensed to use derivatives and has limited use of leverage. 
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Bottom Line 
 

The Value Contrarian Equity Fund portfolio is a “plain vanilla”, long only, diversified 

investment Fund (with typical equity Fund risk factors). If left to the lawyers, the “risk 

factor” section of your Funds offering documents, would likely also include the theoretical 

possibility of Ben being hit by a meteorite. Who needs a bus! 

 

Don’t take our word for it, examine the Value Contrarian Funds two largest, and longest 

held investments (10 yrs.+) :  #1) Berkshire Hathaway and; #2) TD Bank. 

 

 Often, “plain vanilla” turns out to be the best investment flavor - a true long term “classic”.  

 

 

OUTLOOK  

 

Donald Trump, Donald Trump, and finally Donald Trump. Surprise market corrections just 

create buying opportunities – if one has the cash reserves. And Donald Trump is certain to 

create/tweet market moving events, or at least be blamed for them. 

Your Funds cash reserves at May 31, -19%. We’d rather own cash, than overvalued bonds. 

 

 

Respectfully yours, **   

 

 

Benjamin D. Horwood 

Portfolio Manager 

June 10, 2017 

 

Value Contrarian Equity Fund: March 31/2017 – YTD Returns: + 1.55% 

Next Fund purchase date: June 23, 2017 

Call today: 514 – 398-0808  
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P.S. Do visit us at our web site: www.valuecontrarian.com 

We’re often asked: “When is the best time to invest in the Value Contrarian Fund?” Although there is no best time, since 

it is impossible to time the market, a preferable entry point is when the Fund has produced a month of negative returns or a 

year of underperformance. Unfortunately, human nature prefers the exact opposite. 

 

Overall, long-term shareholders in the V/C Fund benefit from a sinking stock market, the same as a regular grocery shopper 

benefits from declining food prices. So when stock markets plummet – as they will from time to time – “neither panic nor 

mourn”. It’s good news for your Fund. 

 

 

This letter is not to be construed as an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any of the securities herein named. 

At the time of reading the investments mentioned may no longer be held by the V/C Fund. This information is intended only 

for existing investors in the Fund, as of the date indicated, is not complete and is subject to change. Performance information 

is net of applicable fees unless otherwise specifically noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The 

information contained herein is unaudited. It has been supplied by Value Contrarian Asset Management (VCAM), the Fund's 

Investment Manager and not the Fund's Administrator who is responsible for the final calculation for the actual performance 

and final month-end Net Asset Values. Every effort has been made to ensure that the material contained herein is accurate 

as of publication. VCAM makes no representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and 

accepts no responsibility for any loss arising from any use of or reliance on the information contained herein. VCAM has no 

obligation to update the information at any point in the future. 

 

 

http://www.valuecontrarian.com/

